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£13m showhome unveiled at Regent’s Crescent as
apartment sales hit the halfway mark

Buyers can now view the first fully-furnished residence at CIT’s £500m
project in Regent’s Park.

• By PrimeResi • 29th July 2020

London
CIT Group, Millier London

Developer CIT has provided an upbeat update on progress at its flagship Regent’s Crescent
scheme.

Unveiling the first fully-furnished show residence at the £500m project in Regent’s Park, the
firm reports that 50% of the crescent apartments have now been sold, with seven deals
secured since lockdown restrictions began in March.

Sales were officially launched last May, and the first residents are now starting to move in
as the building heads towards completion later this year.
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Originally designed by John Nash in 1820 to house close friends and family of King George
IV (then Prince Regent), the iconic Regency sweep has been remastered for the 21st century
by PDP London as 67 apartments and nine villas, with prices starting at £2.9m and ending
up some way north of £20m. It is currently London’s only Grade I listed new build
development.

Millier, who also developed the full interior scheme for the project, have designed the three-
bed show residence, which spans nearly 3,000 square feet and across three floors.

Volume is key to the appeal, and the unit has class-leading ceiling heights of up to 4.2m,
with full-height windows overlooking the communal gardens (residents have access to
all eight acres of Park Crescent and Park Square, along with 1.5 acres of grounds to the
rear, designed by landscape architects Bowles & Wyer).
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The Marylebone-based studio has delivered on a brief to “celebrate the historical
significance of the building and the grandeur of the Regency period…whilst introducing a
modern touch to create beautiful spaces for contemporary living”. Subtle references to the
era and surroundings include hanging pendant lights, gilded ceilings and hand painted
botanicals; furnishings have been inspired by the tailors of Savile Row.

Knight Frank and Savills are working jointly on sales and tell us they are confident that the
scheme will “continue to sell well over the summer…even in these uncertain times”.
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CIT’s other endeavours have included Lancer Square, South Bank Tower, Sea Containers
House and St Edmunds Terrace.

Chris Richmond, Head of Sales, CIT: “Regent’s Crescent has seen great
success through its off-plan stage and as we start to welcome our first residents
into the building, we look to take our place as one of the premier new-build
schemes in London. The level of privacy, abundant access to outside space and
the quality of our amenities make Regent’s Crescent a truly special proposition.
Each of these elements are of heightened importance to our buyers at this time,
as wellbeing, connection to nature and sense of security come to the fore.

“Through the unveiling of Regent’s Crescent’s first furnished apartment, we are
proud to be able to showcase the exquisite home and lifestyle offering at
Regent’s Crescent. Millier has brought the apartment to life with a design that
we know will resonate with the tastes of our clientele and that reflects the history
and importance of the building.”

Helen Westlake, Creative Director, Millier: “The Regency Period was a time
of great innovation and enlightenment. Many Royal Societies were founded in
London, introducing new thinking and achievement. Our design of the first
residence at Regent’s Crescent takes reference from this period of refinement,
embracing elegant touches and references and applying them with contemporary
finish.
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“Regency proportions and neoclassical lines give an immediate sense of grandeur
to the residence’s entrance hall. Hanging pendant lanterns are a modern
interpretation of the elegant gas lights first illuminated in London during the
Regency period, whilst the era’s Royal Astronomical and Horticultural Societies
are subtly referenced through the hallway’s gilded specialist ceiling finish and
bespoke sideboard featuring hand painted botanicals in relief. Other horticultural
touches include a large fitted, hand-painted eglomise glass panels within the
master bedroom; referencing the flora of adjacent Regent’s Park. Luxuriously
tailored seating and upholstery features throughout, with pieces incorporating
buttoning and smart pleats, inspired by Savile Row.

Moreas Madani partner in Knight Frank’s Prime Central London
Developments team: “Regent’s Crescent has the differentiating factor. It is a
genuinely unique scheme; its Regency grandeur, high specification and amenity
offering is what sets it apart. Every unit is different, it has that individuality
which other projects don’t.

“The development’s success has been underpinned by many factors, however, the
fact that it is a new build, yet boasts Grade I listed status makes it truly special.”

Ed Lewis, Head of London residential development at Savills: “Regent’s
Crescent has continued to generate interest throughout lockdown with seven
sales secured.  It has all the attributes that buyers, both domestic and
international, are looking for in a central London home.

“The rare combination of a Grade I listed new build façade, a great Marylebone
location, opposite Regent’s Park, access to private gardens, comprehensive
leisure facilities, experienced concierge, and most importantly great apartments
– many with higher than normal ceilings heights – speaks to buyers despite the
present circumstances.

“Given that purchasers are now able to view finished apartments and move into
their new residences, we are confident that the scheme will continue to sell well
over the summer even in these uncertain times.”

In Pictures: Show Residence, Regent’s Crescent £12.95m CIT
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